
P/N 1117116 Rev. FCab Wiring Instructions - Rocker Switch

CAUTION
Check all hardware for complete assembly be-
fore operating. Inspect system at this time and 
adjust as required.  

!

SET SCREW
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CONDUCTOR PLUG

POSITIVE WIRE - COLORED 
STRIPE ON TOP

BRASS CONTACT

WIRE

STEP 1: Conductor plug. Unfasten and remove insert from con-
ductor plug. Feed 6-ga. wire through plug and into brass 
contacts on insert. Tighten set screws to secure wires. 
Replace insert into conductor plug and secure screw.

NEGATIVE 
(GROUND) 
WIRE

STEP 3: Mount solenoid. Mount solenoid in a suitable location - a 
ventilated area near the battery is ideal. Determine best 
route for wire. This is usually along the frame with exist-
ing wire harness. Run 6-ga. wire from conductor plug to 
solenoid and from power supply to solenoid as shown in 
diagram. Run 14-ga. wires from solenoid to switch.

STEP 2: Rocker switch. Locate rocker switch in a convenient 
operating location. Switch can be mounted in cab, on 
dash panel, on driver side door jamb or in a convenient 
location outside the cab.

STEP 4: Circuit breaker & battery. Mount circuit breaker as 
close as possible to battery or power supply.
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(Operating Instructions 
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NOTE: Cut wires to length and 
strip only enough wire insulation 
to install ring terminals. Insert 
bare wire into ring terminals and 
crimp securely. 

STRIP WIRE INSULATION

RING
TERMINAL CRIMP SECURELY



P/N 1117116 Rev. FCab Wiring Instructions - Wireless Receiver

STEP 2: Circuit Breaker & Battery. Mount circuit breaker as 
close as possible to battery or power supply.

A) Check motor direction by activating switch to “OPEN.” If switch 
is running system backwards, change wire leads on motor to op-
posite connections. 

B) Close tarp: Push switch to “CLOSE” and hold. Observe tarp and 
release switch when tarp is fully closed.

C) Open tarp: Push switch to “OPEN” and hold. Observe tarp and 
release switch when tarp is fully open.

CIRCUIT BREAKER

BATTERY

CAUTION
Check all hardware for complete assembly be-
fore operating. Inspect system at this time and 
adjust as required.  

!

STEP 1: Conductor plug. Unfasten and remove insert from con-
ductor plug. Feed 6-ga. wire through plug and into brass 
contacts on insert. Tighten set screws to secure wires.  
Replace insert into conductor plug and secure screw.
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NOTE: Release switch at end of cycle or modifi ed-reset circuit 
breaker will trip. After breaker resets, switch will activate motor 
again. To reduce unnecessary strain on tarp components, 
release switch at end of each cycle.
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NOTE: Cut wires to length and 
strip only enough wire insulation 
to install ring terminals. Insert 
bare wire into ring terminals and 
crimp securely. 
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